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Abstract 

The experimental annealing kinetics of the primary electronic F , F
+
 centers and 

dimer F2 centers observed in Al2O3 produced under neutron irradiation were carefully 

analyzed. The developed theory takes into account the interstitial ion diffusion and 

recombination with immobile F
+
 and F2-centers, as well as mutual sequential 

transformation with temperature of three types of experimentally observed dimer 

centers which differ by net charges (0. +1, +2) with respect to the host crystalline 

sites. The relative initial concentrations of three types of F2 electronic defects before 

annealing are obtained, along with energy barriers between their ground states as well 

as the relaxation energies.  
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1. Introduction 

 

α-Al2O3 (corundum,  sapphire) is important radiation-resistant material with potential 

applications for components of diagnostic windows and breeder blankets [1–4]. The 

radiation-induced vacancies in oxygen sublattice produce electronic defects (color 

centers) with trapped one or two electrons (the F
+
 and F centers, respectively) [5,6]. The 

F type centers in Al2O3 show a distinctive optical absorption: at 203 nm (6.1 eV) (F 

centers) and 256 nm (4.8 eV) (F
+
 centers).  Properties of complementary interstitial 

impurity atoms Oi are much less known due to absence of magnetic moment and optical 

absorption in a suitable energy range. It is known, however, that in most binary oxides (as 

well as in alkali halides) [7] the anion interstitials are considerably more mobile than 

complementary vacancies and thus the F-type center annealing at intermediate 

temperatures (in MgO and Al2O3 around 400-500 K) arises due to the recombination of 

immobile electron centers with mobile interstitials. This is supported by the fact that F 

center aggregation in thermochemically reduced MgO [8-10] and Al2O3 [11] (when only 

F centers exist) occurs at very high temperatures, typically above 1500 K.  

Under intensive neutron irradiation, along with single defects, dimer F2 electron centers 

are also observed [12, 13]. These defects consist of two nearest oxygen vacancies trapped 

different number of electrons [5,6] which is confirmed by theoretical calculations [14]. 

Three types of F2 centers reveal optical absorption at 302 nm (4.1 eV), 356 nm (3.5 eV) 

and 450 nm (2.7 eV) [11-13]. Study of the F- and F2-center annealing is important for 

prediction and control of radiation stability of oxide materials. Recently, we developed 

phenomenological theory describing the diffusion-controlled kinetics of radiation defect 

annealing in ionic solids [15,16] and demonstrated how analysis of the experimental data 

allows us to extract two control parameters:  the migration energy of the interstitial ions 

Ea and pre-factor X = N0RD0/β, where N0  is initial defect concentration,   R  

recombination radius,  D0  diffusion pre-exponent, and   β heating rate.   

In this paper, we analyzed available experimental kinetics of the single F- and dimer F2 

type center annealing in Al2O3  in a wide temperature range (300-1200 K). 
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2. Results  

2.1. The F centers  

The results of theoretical analysis [15,16] of the F-type center annealing in Al2O3 

irradiated by neutrons under very different conditions are summarised in Table 1, 

whereas  Fig.1 shows theoretical fitting for cases 1 to 6. As follows from a legend in 

Table 1, experimental conditions were quite different (both neuton energies and 

fluxes).  

Table 1. The explanation of curves 1-6 in Fig.1 and the obtained migration energy of 

interstitial oxygen ions Ea and pre-exponential factor X under different radiation 

conditions (Nr.1-10).    

Nr. Type Ea (eV) X (K-1) Legend Referenc
e 

1 F 0.79 2.1x101 Undoped crystals were irradiated up to a dose 

of 2.16x1017n/cm2 and containing  comparable 

amounts of  F and F+ centers 

(3.6x1017 and 2.5x1016cm−3 

[17] 

2 F+ 0.89 7.0x101 same as  1  [17] 

3 F+ 0.40 2.3x10-1 Samples were irradiated at  400 K  

up to 5x1018,  1019, 2x1021  

and  I022n  m -2, in the spallation  

neutron  source  

[2] 

4 F+ 0.47 1.2x100 The fluence of fast neutron (En > 1.2 MeV) 

was in the range of 4.4x1016– 1.4x1018 n /cm2. 

After irradiation, thermal annealing was 

performed for 15 min at increasing 

temperatures in air. The heat treatment is 

performed on sample irradiated at 9.1x1017 n 

/cm2 from room temperature to 900 C. 

After irradiation at 4.4x1016 n/cm2, only 203 

and 255 nm absorption bands are clearly 

observed. With increasing fluence, 203 nm 

absorption band saturate at 1.3x1017 n/cm2 and 

others absorption bands appear at 300, 357 and 

450 nm. 

[13], Fig.5 

5 F+ 0.39 5.3x10-1 Several bands (302, 356, 384, 450, and 570nm 

bands) are observed irradiation to a dose of 

above 1017 fast neutron/cm2. 

[12], Fig.3 

6 F+ 
4.85eV=
256nm 

0.27 4.0x10-1 Single-crystal Al2O3 were irradiated at room 

temperature at a flux of 1012 n/cm2 s to a 

fluence of  

1017 n/cm2. 14-MeV and fission-neutron 

damage are qualitatively similar, although the 

14-MeV  

neutrons are 4 times as effective in causing 

damage.  

[18], 
Fig.2c 

7 F  
6.02eV 
=206nm 

0.22 3.3x10-2 Same as 6  [18], 
Fig.2a 

8 F 0.17 1.3x10-2 Isochronal decay of the F centers. The samples 

were irradiated to a dose of 4x10I6 fast 

neutrons/cm2 at -250 C and annealed for 5 min. In 

this case, only the F and F+ bands were 

[12], Fig.2 
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detected. 
9 F 0.14 1.9x10-3 Isochronal annealing behavior of F-centers. 

Pure Al2O3 single crystal has been irradiated 

with fast neutron  (En > 1.2 MeV) fluence of 

about 4x1016  n/cm2 . After irradiation, thermal 

annealing was performed for 15 min at 

increasing temperatures in air up to 1173 K. 

[19], Fig.3 

10 F+ 0.35 1.4x100 Isochronal  thermal  anneal of the 4.8 eV F 

band in Al203: fission-spectrum neutrons.  
[11], 
Fig.12b 

 

Fig.1. The kinetics of the F or F+ center annealing for different neutron fluxes (see Table 1 

for details).   

The first conclusion confirms our preliminary results [15] on a strong dependence of 

the Ea, X parameters on the irradiation flux: Decrease of the diffusion energies is 

accompanied by decrease, by orders of magnitude, of the pre-exponential factors. 

Moreover, pre-exponential factors X are typically much smaller than its simple 

estimate for normal diffusion in crystals (assuming N0 = 10
17

cm
-3

,  R= 10 Å,  D0 =10
-3

 

cm
2
 s

-1
,   β= 10 K/min, one expects the X= 10

8 
K

-1
). We believe that this is result of 

increasing material disordering with larger and larger fluences which is supported by 

recent experimental studies [20] and discussed in detail in oncoming paper [21]. The 

smallest fluxes correspond to curves 1 and 2 (the F and F
+
 centers), which show the 

largest Oi migration energies (0.8-0.9 eV) and largest pre-factors X=20-70 K
-1

. This 

migration energy is indeed close to theoretically calculated value for the charged 
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interstitial ions [22], and considerably smaller than the estimate for the neutral 

interstitial [23]. Note that the calculated migration energy of the electronic F centers 

is much larger, 4.5 eV [15], therefore, these defects are immobile at the temperature 

range shown in Fig.1.  

Second, the annealing curves for the F and F
+
 centers (curves 1 and 2 in Fig.1) decay 

sinchronously which means that no transformation 𝐹 → 𝐹+ occurs; both defects 

recombine independently with mobile interstitials. The difference of 0.1 eV in the 

obtained migration energies could serve as estimate of our theory accuracy.  

 2.2. Dimer centers 

In this Section, we discuss the annealing of the dimer F2 center kinetics observed in 

two experimental studies [12,13]. As is seen in Fig.1, curves 4 and 5 for the F
+
 

centers in these experiments decay smoothly and show no peculiarities due to 

presence of dimer defects, due to dimer relatively small concentrations. Following 

original papers, Fig.2 shows the normalized annealing kinetics of the three F2- centers 

from ref. [12] whereas these kinetics were not normalized in ref. [13]. (In our analysis 

we normalized data [13] for analysis and returned them back to original form in 

Fig.3). Note that this is generally believed (e.g. [12,13]) that three types of the dimer 

centers are created as the result of bimolecular reactions between single mobile 

vacancies, e.g. 𝐹 + 𝐹 → 𝐹2, 𝐹 + 𝐹+ → 𝐹2
+ and 𝐹+ + 𝐹+ → 𝐹2

2+. However, we 

understand now that the F-centers are immobile at the relevant temperatures and thus 

mutual transformation of the dimer centers is electronic process controlled by 

electrons thermal ionization from vacancies and re-trapping by other vacancies. 

Essentially, the F2 type centers observed [12,13] were created during the irradiation 

(e.g. as a result of overlap of tracks produced by neutrons) but not sample annealing. 

In parallel, the total F2 concentration decreases, as well as that for the single defects, 

due to recombination with the mobile interstitials.  

Let us analyze now data in Fig.2, and denote F2 centers in the sequence of their 

appearance: F2 (1) corresponds to the peak at 302 nm, F2(2) 450 nm, F2(3) 356 nm. As 

one can see, concentration of the single F centers monotonous decreases (see Fig. 1, 

curve (5)) whereas three dimer centers show very different behavior: similar but faster 

monotonous decay of F2(1), a sharp F2(2) peak in the temperature range of the F2(1) 

decay, and F2(3) peak at higher temperatures where F2(2) centers decay. 
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Fig.2. Experimental points from ref. [12] and their theoretical analysis (full lines).  

Maximum of the 450 nm band intensity was normalized to unity. Background was substracted 

and peaks normalized. Empty red squares very likely do not related to the F2(1) band (e.g. see 

discussion in Ref. [13], p.2990, for more details) and were neglected in our analysis. 
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Fig.3. Non-normalized experimental points from ref.[13] and their theoretical analysis (full 

lines).   

This supports idea of mutual transformation of three types of dimer centers. The fact 

that the F center decay is not affected by the mentioned peculiarities in the F2 kinetics 

indicates at negligible concentration of dimer centers compared to that of the F 

centers.  This allows us to treat kinetics of the F and F2 centers independently which 

greatly simplifies the problem. In particular, while considering the kinetics of dimer 

centers, the concentration of hole centers could be taken from solution for the kinetics 

for single centers.  

As mentioned above, the annealing kinetics of dimer centers is a combination of the 

two independent processes: recombination of immobile electron centers with mobile 

interstitials (hole centers) and mutual transformation of three types of F2-type centers: 

𝐹2(1) → 𝐹2(2), and  𝐹2(2) → 𝐹2(3). Let us introduce the dimensionless defect 

concentrations: CF(t)=  n(t)/n(0). It could be shown that total concentration of dimer 

centers is defined by the singe center decay kinetics as CF(t)
κ
, где κ=R2/R, R and R2 

are recombination radii for interstitials with single and dimer centers. Three dimers 

could be characterized by relative concentrations (probabilities) Wi(t), i=1,2,3, with 

the normalization W1(t)+ W2(t)+ W3(t)=1 and initial condition Wi(0)=wi. The dimer 

concentrations are defined as products Wi(t)C(t)
κ
 . These concentrations were rescaled 

in Fig.2, following data presentation in ref.[13]. 

The probabilities to find three types of centers are defined by the following set of 

kinetic equations: 

𝒅 𝑾𝟏(𝒕)

𝒅𝒕
= −𝒑𝟏𝑾𝟏(𝒕) ,                                                   (1) 

𝒅 𝑾𝟐(𝒕)

𝒅𝒕
= 𝒑𝟏𝑾𝟏(𝒕) − 𝒑𝟐𝑾𝟐(𝒕),                                         (2) 

𝒅 𝑾𝟑(𝒕)

𝒅𝒕
= 𝒑𝟐𝑾𝟐(𝒕).                                                   (3) 

These equations describe dimer center mutual transformations, 𝐹2(1) → 𝐹2(2) with 

the rate p1=p1
0
exp(-Eb/kBT), and then  𝐹2(2) → 𝐹2(3) (with the rate p2=p2

0
exp(-

Ec/kBT)). The equation was numerically solved, provided the constant heating rate β(t) 

= β = const. Using the least square method, we obtained the main kinetic parameters – 
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activation energies Eb and Ec, two pre-exponents P1=p1
0
/β and P2=p2

0
/β, 

recombination parameter κ and initial defect populations wi.  

The results are shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3 in full curves and summarized in Table 2.  

As one can see, a simple model describes very well a whole set of experimental data.  

Table 2. The obtained parameters of mutual dimer center transformations.  

      

Ref. 

F centers diffusion F2 center mutual transformation 

Activation 

energy 

Pre-

exponent 

Activation 

enegies 

Pre-exponents Populations 

Ea , eV  X , K-1 Eb 

,eV 

Ec 

,eV 

P1 , K
-1 P2 , K

-1 W1 W2 W3 

[12] 0.39 5.3·10-1 0.46 0.32 9.7·100 4.3·100 0.99 0.01 0.00 

[13] 0.47 1.2·100 0.87 0.47 9.5·103 1.6·102 0.78 0.02 0.20 

The parameter κ=2.06 [12] and 1.66 [13]   

 

The calculated activation energies for mutual center transformations based on data 

[12] are similar, Eb=0.46 eV and Ec=0.32 eV and close to the Oi migration energy 

Ea=0.39 eV, three related pre-exponents are also close: X=5.3·10
-1

 K
-1

, P1=9.7·10
0
 K

-1
 

and P2=4.3·10
0
 K

-1
. The parameter κ=2.06 is close to the ratio of geometric cross 

sections of a single and di-vacancy. Lastly, the initial F2(1) dimer population is 

predominant, w1=0.992, whereas that for F2(2) is very small, and negligible for F2(3). 

The analysis of data [13] demonstrates that transformation energies are slightly larger 

than in ref.[12]:  Eb=0.87 eV and Ec=0.47 eV, as well as Oi migration energy Ea=0.47 

eV. Three related pre-exponents are also close: X=1.2·10
0
 K

-1
,  P1=9.5·10

3
 K

-1
 and 

P2=1.6·10
2
 K

-1
. The parameter κ=1.66 is again close to the ratio of geometric cross 

sections of a single and di-vacancy. Lastly, the initial F2(1) dimer populations is  

large, w1=0.78, F2(2) dimer populations is very small,  w2=0.02, whereas population 

of the third dimer is intermediate, w3=0.20. At any rate, F2(1) dimers again are 

predominant defects after irradiation and before annealing.  

Temperature evolution of three types of dimer concentrations in both experiments 

[12,13] is shown in Figs. 4 and 5. It is well seen here that the main difference lies in 

the larger initial concentration of F2(3) dimers under experimental conditions of ref. 

[13] but qualitatively results are very similar.  

It could be assumed that mutual transformation of three F2-type centers correspond to 

three possible dimer charges: F2, F2
+
 and F2

2+
 (four, three and two trapped electrons 
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in the di-vacancy (see Fig. 3 [24], Fig. 3 [14] ) which occurs via electronic process -- 

dimers successive thermal ionization with release each time one electron, 𝐹2 → 𝐹2
+ +

𝑒 and 𝐹2
+ → 𝐹2

2+ + 𝑒, respectively. This hypothesis needs further careful analysis. 

 

Fig.4. The calculated temperature dependence of dimer center populations [12]. 

 

Fig.5. same as Fig.4 for data in ref.[13].  

 

3. Conclusions  

Phenomenological theory of the diffusion-controlled annealing kinetics of single and 

dimer electron centers in irradiated oxides was developed and applied to Al2O3 

crystals. Theoretical analysis of the available experimental kinetics for the F type 
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centers produced under neutron irradiation shows strong dependence of the migration 

energy and pre-exponent for oxygen interstitial ions on the radiation fluence which is 

ascribed to increasing material disordering and will be discussed in oncoming paper 

[21]. The migration energy of 0.8 eV for lowest fluence (almost perfect crystal) is in 

a good agreement with theoretical prediction for charged oxygen interstitials in 

crystalline matrix [19].  

Analysis of the kinetics of the mutual transformation of three types of dimer F2-type 

centers  observed under intensive neutron irradiation [12,13] allows us to extract all 

kinetic parameters and supports the idea that these three centers differ by the charge 

states (neutral, single- and double-charged defects with respect to the perfect crystal). 

We suggest the following center interpretation: 302 nm - F2, 450 nm - F2
+
 , and 356 

nm F2
2+

. Note, that determination of the defect charge states is very non-trivial 

problem; there is also no unique opinion in the literature also for F2-type dimer 

centers, which needs further analysis. The general hypothesis of different charge 

states and electronic processes behind their mutual transformations is supported by 

our similar results for three types of  dimer centers in MgF2 [25]  to be discussed 

elsewhere [26]. It is also clearly shown here that this transformation does not involve 

migration of single F-type centers but likely electron thermal ionization and 

delocalization between dimer centers. 
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